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Abstract

This paper discusses the process of building and developing comprehensive tools, techniques, support systems, and better methods of harnessing the competitive intelligence knowledge processes. The author stresses the need for building sophisticated methodological competitive intelligence knowledge acquisition, systematic collection of competitive intelligence knowledge from various sources for critical analysis, process, organization, synthesis, assessment, screening, filtering, and interpretation of competitive intelligence knowledge. The paper goes on to highlight the skills and competencies of competitive intelligence professionals in the management of a Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System (CIKS) and outlines the facets and sub-facets of CIKS. The tools, techniques, and methods are briefly and concisely presented. This paper also lists the objectives of competitive intelligence knowledge and the role of competitive intelligence professionals.

Introduction

The 1990s saw the emergence of the ‘network is the computer’ paradigm. The evolution of products built around the Microsoft “Digital Nervous System” and other technologies is resulting in a move towards yet another science-commercial intelligence knowledge. The competitive intelligence knowledge management process is receiving attention because of the competitive pressures that are forcing firms to explore all technologies to make their organizations, information and knowledge centres work smarter. Modern day imperatives of getting it right the first time and achieving six sigma quality levels leave very little room for experimentation and approximate solutions.

The approach to building the competitive intelligence knowledge processes

There are many definitions and conceptualizations of competitive intelligence knowledge, however one can distinguish its principal essential elements. The need for the best building practices of competitive intelligence knowledge and competitor analysis is widely recognized by considering the role and development of intra-organizational communication networks, organizational knowledge structures, intranet, extranet, network of internal capital databases, knowledge organizing tools and techniques of competitive intelligence knowledge management and competitor information.

There is a need for building sophisticated methodological competitive intelligence knowledge acquisition, systematic collection of competitor information from various sources, and for critical analysis, process, organize synthesis, assessment, screening, filtering, and interpretation of competitive intelligence knowledge. Finally, competitive intelligence dissemination to the decision-makers, managers or user groups helps them to achieve their goals or solve problems. Competitive intelligence is also used as input in strategies planning, strategic competitive knowledge management, decision-making process and provides the necessary feedback. Competitive intelligence knowledge processes are illustrated as a cycle in Fig. 1.
The objectives of competitive intelligence knowledge

The competitive intelligence knowledge process aims to:

- provide competitive intelligence knowledge about society, business and economics, politics, science & technology (S&T)
- support the strategic planning and decision-making process
- achieve organizational goals
- provide efficiency and synergy in problem solving
- share knowledge of new repositories
- devise methods to harness competitive intelligence knowledge
- use knowledge broadcasting inside the organization
- develop external knowledge networks in the outside world
- progressively build new knowledge
- organize competitive intelligence knowledge management and competitor information
- build competitive knowledge structures
- explore all technologies to make organizational work smarter.

Skills and competencies of competitive intelligence professionals

The Competitive Intelligence Professional (CIP) is a specialist information professional who manages and organizes the competitive intelligence knowledge acquisition, collection, storage, searching, navigation, interfacing online, off-ramps from various networks, monitoring, extraction, interpretation, forecasting and dissemination and additional competencies that a competitive intelligence professional should develop and the ability to think in terms of knowledge networks.

The competency of the competitive intelligence professional is represented by sets of skills, attitudes and values that enables the CIP to work as a CIP or knowledge worker and knowledge communicator. There are skills and competencies that the CIP should
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develop. The following skills and competencies are required by the CIP for the management of a competitive intelligence knowledge system (CIKS).

- be trained in the methods of systematic scanning of literature
- audit intelligence knowledge and organizational intelligence knowledge
- use knowledge
- broadcasting inside the organization
- acquire competitive knowledge from external sources, Network services
- cultivate knowledge competencies
- be competent in designing and managing the Internet, Intranet, Extrnanet
- design and develop knowledge databases
- carry out web authoring, and to develop knowledge structures
- structure, organize and index intelligence knowledge
- organize the internal "publishing" function, organize external knowledge flows
- integrate data, documents and personal knowledge
- link policies, resources, activities and outputs
- There are additional competencies that the competitive intelligence professional should develop. One is the ability to think in terms of knowledge networks:*

Competencies of competitive intelligence professionals

Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System (CIKS) management reflects the emphasis on human resources as an asset for the corporation, what is called the "intelectual capital". From the corporate point of view, there is an immediate return of investment in terms of human capital, organizational renewal, business developments as well as further gains that flow from the application of more managerial ability by all knowledge workers.7

Investment in the existing competitive intelligence professionals helps them to acquire new technical and managerial skills. The risk is that resources are spent on training for its own sake, and not on building intellectual capital. The competencies needed by a competitive intelligence knowledge professional include the ability to:

- use the IT system setup to support the process, web authoring
- search, navigate, and browse networked databases, electronic messaging
- evaluate the information needs of the corporation

Internal Networks
- personal networks
- competence groups, GroupWare
- intra-organizational communication networks
- internal knowledge structures
- worldwide web-based Intranets

External Networks
- personal networks
- knowledge networks
- human networks
- Extrnanet
- Internet
- external knowledge resources
- customers, suppliers, partners, knowledge workers, intelligence capital databases.

Training programmes can be provided on competitive intelligence knowledge with the following aspects:
- computer and information literacy,17 Sharing databases of best practice
- core competencies, navigation through the world of information
- online training, database searching, IT components, including networks17

Fig. 2. The Competitive Intelligence Professional's Skills and Roles in the Management of a Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System (CIKS).
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Competencies of competitive intelligence professionals

Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System (CIKS) management reflects the emphasis on human resources as an asset for the corporation, what is called the "intellectual capital". From the corporate point of view, there is an immediate return of investment in terms of human capital, organizational renewal, business developments as well as further gains that flow from the application of more managerial ability by all knowledge workers.7
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Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System (CIKS)

Competitive Intelligence Knowledge (CIK) demands a high degree of skills and competency, as well as computer and information literacy from the competitive intelligence professional in the management of the Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System (CIKS) which targets the accurate and calculated decision-making, problem solving, corporate goals achievement and crisis management.

The Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System (CIKS) refers to the overall competencies (knowledge, know-how, skills and attitudes) necessary to create, acquire, collect, organize, edit, interpret, forecast, and disseminate the rich body of competitive intelligence. CIKS management issues includes maintaining the appropriate technical and organizational infrastructure to enable intelligence sharing and selecting specific contributing technologies. CIKS management requires a high degree of computer and information literacy, knowledge of how to use information technology to understand the competitive intelligence knowledge needs for strategic decision-making.

The following list of component concepts gives an outline of the inter-related facets and sub-facets which are useful for the design, development and management of CIKS and for the education and training of the CIP.

Outline of component concepts of a Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System

- Decision Support System (DSS), Executive Information System (EIS)
- Management Information System (MIS)
- Inter-organizational Information System (IIS)
- Knowledge Management System (KMS)
- Database Management System (DBMS)
- Network Infrastructure
- Internet, Intranet, Extranets, Knowledge Warehousing, Knowledge Discovery in databases (KDD)
- Groupware, IT Applications, Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW)
- Expert System, Artificial Intelligence, IIS, EIS, Intelligence Knowledge Infrastructure
- Resources, Processes, Technology, Human Capital
- Organizational Knowledge Structures
- Knowledge models, Knowledge objects, Knowledge profiles
- Competitive organizational profiles, Case studies, Intelligence strategies
- Research reports, Research studies, Electronic newsletters
- Tacit intelligence knowledge, Telecommunications and networks
- Automated system exchanging knowledge.

- Information/Knowledge sharing, a dense web structure
- Linking intelligence knowledge sharing

The outline of the above components, facets and sub-facets provides a concise picture of a Competitive Intelligence Knowledge System (CIKS) within a corporate organization. These facets and sub-facets help in the design and development of a competitive intelligence knowledge system (CIKS).

Building competitive intelligence knowledge organizing tools, technologies and methods

The process of building and developing a comprehensive tools and support system should attract both explicit competitive information and tacit competitive intelligence knowledge about each competitor and provide on-line competitive intelligence knowledge to the CIPs. The goal is to finally integrate the external knowledge with the corporate-wide information system.

Competitive intelligence knowledge organizing tools such as Lotus notes, BackWeb and other GroupWare technologies running on the ubiquitous Intranets, Extranets, Internet-based WWW, intra-organizational communication networks, and knowledge networks etc. are enabling the creation and sharing of knowledge repositories. The following tools, techniques and methods can be used for building and promoting the concept of competitive intelligence knowledge processes:

- Building World Wide Web-based Intranet - Knowledge-On-Line (KOL)
- Building knowledge networks
- Building an extranet
- Building intellectual capital databases, human resources networking
- Creating competitive intelligence knowledge and competitor analysis units
- Creating Knowledge Navigation Centre (KNC)
- Using knowledge software tools - Notebooks, BackWeb, NORMA records, LIBSYS, ECHELON plus
- Building intra-organizational communication networks
- Using knowledge to gain competitive edge - Building competitive intelligence knowledge
- Developing organizational knowledge structures
- Developing sophisticated collection and acquisition methods
- Developing analysis, synthesis, reporting techniques
- Improving dissemination systems and channels
- Building competitor information systems, systematic competitor monitoring methods, techniques
- Conducting educational and training programmes.
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Building world wide web-based intranet - knowledge on-line (KOL)

Competitive intelligence knowledge processes need to build the Intranet to share all their knowledge on a corporate Intranet, which follows the pattern of an intr-organizational communication network. The process involves gathering corporate knowledge, evaluating it and deciding what to do with it. A new intelligence knowledge professional is largely involved in the rollout, which required at lot of capturing and processing of intellectual capital. The challenges included deciding who would run knowledge on-line.

One of the problems of web technology is that the business communication model it presents is not balanced: often web technology is used only to reach the customers. The Intranet model gives a more balanced approach. Interactive business applications can now be accessible to a corporate organization's users irrespective of their location. Instead of having a single server devoted to user-oriented intelligence knowledge applications, the organization might have a group of low-level servers created by different departments of the corporate organization to open their channels of information to the rest of the enterprise. The system would be so patterned that data from the various servers could be funnelled off through different groups.

How does it work?
Intranets are private networks that use the infrastructure of the Internet and the interface of the Web. An Intranet allows information to be spread around an organization. It uses Internet compatible standards available on virtually any computer. The Intranet is also, by mainframe computer standards, remarkably fast and cheap to set up. This adds to its appeal, particularly for larger corporate organizations with complete legacy data systems.

An important feature of an Intranet is that an Internet connection is not required. A corporate organization can have an internal web or Intranet without ever having an Internet connection. The only items required are a network and a set of desktop computers running the correct protocols and software to enable the Intranet to operate. By installing a web server on a local computer, any department in an organization can become an ad-hoc 'information centre'. The new information can be transmitted published material and data to the rest of the network on demand. Any user in the network using browsers like Netscape and Mosaic can access the information.

Uses of Intranet
Intranet can be adapted as a team collaboration tool. It can help people communicate when they have difficulty in getting together in one place at one time.

Daily organizational news and information, employee-oriented materials, corporate organization policy programs and newsletters can be published over the Internet instead of going through the paper distribution system.

Catalogues sent out online can save costs on printing, binding and distribution. Moreover, by the time the printed version reaches the users, it may already be out of date. Intranet can change the entire information delivery process. The catalogue data could be collected in a database that would be continuously edited and maintained online by the production division. The database would be stored on a computer alongside the web-server software, so that information could be transferred directly from the database to the web server and from there across the network to the user's web browser. The customer will then be able to view the catalogue online and see updates as and when they occur.

In fact, Intranet technology is economical both in terms of corporate time and expenditure. Documents can be created, distributed, retrieved and displayed on any computer, regardless of the user system on which the document was created.

It can be used for corporate-wide e-mail services. This will simplify and streamline inter- as well as intra-office communications by allowing for the immediate delivery of responses to important memos. E-mail can also be used for surveys and feedback on projects, and for project progress reports. This would eliminate the danger of these documents getting lost in the process of delivery.

Building an intraorganizational communication network

Intra-organizational communication networks provide a selection to the 'logistics' problem of competitor information and competitive knowledge management by actually ensuring that the right piece of information is in the right place at the right time. By using communication networks, managers and knowledge workers are able to manage and make sense of the vast overload of information facing them in the competitive environment. The lack of the communication network is in fact to divide the labour of competitor monitoring and competitor analysis through delegation to other network members. In this way, intra-organizational networks reduce the need for external transactions, while at the same time actually enhancing the amount of information sources at the organization's disposal.

Both in the case of managers and knowledge workers, exploitation of these communication networks is a characteristic of information acquisition. The exploitation of an organizational participant's knowledge structure is basically a tool for dealing with the first dimension of this 'logistics' problem i.e. the 'right information'. The solutions to the other two aspects - 'right place' and 'right time' - are embedded in
the reciprocal and symbiotic nature of intragranular networks.

The competitor information is transferred mostly in the intragranular network covering line functions like production, marketing and general management. Most staff functions like research and development and also those dealing with competitive intelligence activities are outside this collegial network.

Building knowledge networks: the power of ideas

One important area for promoting the competitive intelligence knowledge is networking. Networks are nothing new. They are examples of the power of ideas to progress through common concerns into affirmative responses, information, knowledge and debate.

Building knowledge networks in organizations involves five phases. First, a management survey has to be conducted within the organization to identify the critical activities in which an improvement in performance could have a significant impact. Second, the creation of knowledge repositories should be initiated and a team established to ensure that the knowledge base developed is validated by available experts. Third, the acquisition methods must be finalized along with Groupware and workflow tools to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge across the network. Fourth, collaborative working and knowledge sharing mechanisms must be established and all practitioners should be trained in the tools, techniques and processes. Fifth, the knowledge performance index should be developed and refined and improvements measured on an ongoing basis.

Building an Extranet

The ‘extranet’, basically, is the part of an organization Intranet to which access is granted to certain outside parties, such as company suppliers. Competitive intelligence knowledge being managed by computers and competitive intelligence knowledge professionals is largely defined as anything that an organization needs to communicate to an external partner on a regular basis. An extranet is meant to streamline communications and intelligence knowledge processes, and should be available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. For example, if you run a hospital, you must constantly keep an inventory of things like bandages and medicines, and order more from your outside suppliers frequently to keep the hospital running. You may already share this inventory information on your intranet, so that the people using bandages can update their supply and demand information electronically for the people in charge of ordering. Their access can be controlled by firewalls and authentication, thus restricting access to certain information to specific people.

Building intellectual capital databases: human resources networking

The development of a database on human resources/intellectual capital facilitates the sharing of information. Moreover, knowledge databases can be used as analytical tools for the corporate's competitive intelligence needs. A database can be created by gathering data related to human resources through a questionnaire. Once the database has been developed, it can be integrated with the intraorganizational communication network so that it can lend itself to the competitive intelligence knowledge needs of the corporate organization.

Creating a competitive intelligence knowledge unit

In many large organizations the collection, interpretation and analysis of competitive intelligence has to be assigned to a specialized intelligence knowledge unit or competitor analysis unit in order to exploit the synergy created by the centralization of various networks, knowledge centres, organizational knowledge structures, and competitor information systems. The role of an intelligence or analysis unit is to assist the competitive intelligence professionals and knowledge workers to acquire the first type of competitive information and knowledge. In order to be able to help competitive intelligence professionals and knowledge workers in their problematic decision-making situations, intelligence staff and analysts will have to be part of these organizational participants networks. Being outside this network entails that intelligence staff and analysts do not actually know the constantly changing competitive intelligence knowledge needs and uses of clients, managers and knowledge workers. The intelligence and analysis unit monitors competitors and acquires all the available information, both from internal and external sources.

Creating a knowledge navigation centre: solution in search and training problem

Creating a knowledge navigation centre (KNC) might be considered to be the knowledge centre of the future. The KNC is an attempt to share the competitive knowledge, ideas and motivations of individuals - organizational, political, economical, institutional, idealistic, and pragmatic - all of whom contribute to the decision to create a new service facility to develop competitive intelligence knowledge management. The KNC provides facilities, expertise, evaluation, training and encouragement to the competitive intelligence knowledge professionals who wish to explore, evaluate and apply innovative technologies to their scholarly endeavours. The KNC holds a unique place in its ability to conjoin a broad range of subject expertise, rich intellectual resources and technological innovation in the pursuit of the advancement of competitive intelligence knowledge processes.
Using intelligence knowledge software tools - notebooks, backweb, norma records, libsys, techlib plus

Knowledge organizing tools that are being put to use allow all users to view lists of the knowledge collections as well as intellectual capital databases. Knowledge organizing software tools such as Notebooks, BackWeb, and NORMA records are readily available on the open market. Notebooks library automation software and NORMA records allow users to share information enterprise-wide on almost any platform. These products can hold corporate knowledge as well as an entire corporate library Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC).

Use knowledge to gain the competitive edge

Competitive advantage can result when knowledge management is utilized effectively. For example, when knowledge initiatives are accurately based on a company's core competencies, competitive knowledge needs, and market opportunity areas, then desirable results can be expected. Knowledge management initiatives should address the needs of integrating knowledge systems with information that could have a critical impact on the organization. Knowledge is one of the most valuable assets for an organization. Therefore, until organizations start to adopt methods of documenting tacit knowledge, then valuable knowledge capital will continue to be wasted.

Challenges and opportunities of competitive intelligence knowledge

Competitive Intelligence requires an infrastructure to develop various networks. It is expensive to build such an infrastructure. Corporate organizations already have information centres or libraries from whom they can disseminate information to their corporate clientele. The author opines that competitive intelligence knowledge can be a part of, or a division of, the information centre or library which already has an infrastructure and knowledge professional resources. It can be set up initially as a Competitive Intelligence Knowledge Task Group or Competitive Intelligence Knowledge Division which comprises a Librarian or Information Manager, Reference Librarian, Subject Expert of the Corporate Organization concerned, and an IT Specialist. This will help to minimize the investment on infrastructure to a certain extent. Even small corporate organizations can use this process to develop a foundation for Competitive Intelligence Knowledge.

Our intensive investment with the concept of Competitive Intelligence Knowledge may lead to the conviction that there is one single success factor: commitment at the top managerial level of the corporate organization. It is inconceivable that a successful integrated approach could ever be achieved through a bottom-up approach. At the same time, there appears to be one major obstacle in the way of Competitive Intelligence Knowledge: managers. Most managers tend to either view Competitive Intelligence Knowledge as a functional specialization and to appoint a "Competitive Intelligence Professional" to the role, or to delegate the responsibility for competitive intelligence knowledge management to an existing functional area, usually IT. Therefore the one thing that an Information Professional should do is assume responsibility for the competitive intelligence knowledge management within the corporate organization, beyond the boundaries of what legitimately belongs to the domain of one's own profession. If the Information Professional keeps in mind, and happens to have a responsive top management that understands its responsibility, he or she will find exciting opportunities to contribute to the new domain of competitive intelligence knowledge.

Final word

The phrase 'competitive intelligence knowledge processes' has finally been solidly explained and competitive intelligence knowledge professionals would get into the action in their corporate organizations. After all, in all the tools and techniques above, the activities suggested for competitive intelligence knowledge professionals - building up various networks and developing various tools, methods and techniques are the logical steps to build and develop competitive intelligence knowledge processes activities in any corporate organization.

The coordination of competitive intelligence knowledge activities obviously is necessary, though a balance should be sought between the formal intelligence and analysis activities and those intelligence activities that are informally dealt with by existing knowledge structures and intranorganizational
communication networks and knowledge networks should concentrate on supporting the free flow of competitor information and not too much to monopolize competitive intelligence knowledge.

Competitive intelligence knowledge initiatives should, therefore, integrate the knowledge systems with information that has critical impact on the organization. A competitive advantage can result when competitive intelligence knowledge is utilized effectively. The ultimate goal of the competitive intelligence knowledge professional is to create an integrated intelligence knowledge system that will respond to a query by providing intelligence knowledge from a variety of (internal and external) knowledge sources. Modern corporations can learn many new things Intranets and intranorganizational communication networks from it, such as:
- How to integrate diverse types of information online in a multi-media environment
- Means of conducting corporate transactions automatically without human intervention
- How to design and implement systems that encourage collective action
- How to finally achieve the concept of a ‘paperless office’.

Notes
1. This figure is developed and modeled on the basis of the concept of the Role of Digital Librarian's skills and competencies figure, but the figure's content of competitive intelligence is different to that of Role of Digital Librarians. See the reference, Sreenivasulu, V. The Role of a digital librarian in the management of digital information system (DIS), the Electronic Library: An International Journal, UK. [Accepted, in publication].
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